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Abstract. I propose a reconceptualization of Israeli constitutionalism, while considering fundamentals in

jurisprudence. The focus is on Israel’s early history, a surprisingly unexamined critical period, largely ignored even

by Israeli constitutionalist scholarship: Having committed itself in its very first decision of the May 14, 1948,

proclamation to govern through a constitution, Israel went to the polls to elect a constitutional assembly, which

convened on February 14, 1949, only to get distracted immediately. In a bind, two days later the assembly adopted

the Transition Law and morphed into the Knesset, the parliament we know today. But, as I show here, the

metamorphosis was not fully successful: the Transition Law, not being an official constitution, could not be properly

promulgated through the bilingual (Hebrew and Arabic) Official Gazette––that would have amounted to an

acknowledgement of failure––instead, the new state started another gazette, only in Hebrew, in which new

legislation is no longer numbered and not promulgated in Arabic. Moreover, from February 16, 1949, to this day,

Israeli laws no longer declare their authority with an enacting clause, a common practice everywhere. This

unresolved and unacknowledged workaround has led to a paradox of authority: the two competing official gazettes

establish a highly inconsistent order of legal priority at the heart of the Israeli system that complicates democratic

reform with considerable consequences.

I argue against comparing Israel to Great Britain or New Zealand, the two other countries without written

constitutions. This misleading comparison belies a confusion between formal and official, related yet distinct

concepts which are denoted by the same word in Hebrew. My proposal clears the metaphysical mess that is Israeli

constitutionalism and provides a powerful model to account for the unfolding developments in politics and law. The

particulars of the Israeli case have profound theoretical implications and would challenge assumptions. (1) I propose

identifying an authority with its official record, and advance a practical interpretation of Hart’s Rule of Recognition.

(2) I argue for minimal formal conditions for official legal decisions to be normatively binding (a decision should

identify its decision-maker). Given that these conditions have been wanting in Israel since 1949, Israeli

decision-making thereafter could be viewed as private and therefore unfair. (3) I propose a conceptualization of a

constitutional order of any decision-making body as the abstraction of the priority in authority expected and

revealed while asking and answering questions.
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“The instructions are an order, not a recommendation; follow them, and the officers will be happy
to help you.” (Security guards instructing Israeli visa applicants lining up at the American
embassy in Tel Aviv)

דֶּרֶ��א,לָהּ:אָמַרְתִּיזוֹ?הִיאשָׂדֶה�ארַבִּי,אַחַת:תִּינוֹקֶתלִיאָמְרָהבָּהּ.מְהַלֵּ�וְהָייִתִיבַּשָּׂדֶה,עוֹבֶרֶתדֶּרֶ�וְהָיתְָהבַּדֶּרֶ�,מְהַלֵּ�הָייִתִיאַחַתפַּעַם
כְּבָשׁוּהָ.כְּמוֹתְ�לִיסְטִיםלִי:אָמְרָההִיא.כְּבוּשָׁה

(One time I was walking along the path, and the path passed through a field, and I was walking on it.
A certain young girl said to me: My Rabbi, isn’t this a field? One should not walk through a field, so as
not to damage the crops growing there. I said to her: Isn’t it a well-trodden path in the field, across
which one is permitted to walk? She said to me: Robbers like you have trodden it. In other words, it
previously had been prohibited to walk through this field, and it is only due to people such as you, who paid
no attention to the prohibition, that a path has been cut across it. Thus, the young girl defeated Rabbi
Yehoshua ben Ḥananya in a debate.)

(Babylonian Talmud, Eruvin 53b, English rendition by Sefaria)

1. Introduction: How to recognize a law?

Every federal United States legislation today begins with an enacting clause, prescribed by the

Code of Laws of the United States §101, of 1947: “Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled.” The Oath Act of 1789,

the first law under the new constitution, opened with almost identical wording.1 Though integral

to the official text, this formulation (which I also call authority preamble) is so universal as to be

hardly informative and practically invisible–– it is usually not bothered with when a law is

quoted.

1 “Be it enacted by the Senate and Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That…”
(italics in the original).
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But is this like the cliché that a fish cannot observe the water that enables its existence? What can

the template tell us about our system, and how authority is given, exercised and respected within

it? What can we learn about the requirements and expectations of complying with the law?

These philosophical questions, hard to answer meaningfully in the abstract, will benefit from an

edge case where the proverbial waters are absent. The contrast will provide a perspective into

questions of jurisprudence––questions that are so fundamental they are left to the care of

theoreticians who disdain real-life examples, just as they are beyond the reach of practitioners

who will be paralyzed should they take philosophical queries to heart.

Across the globe, the enacting clauses or preambles are as ubiquitous as they are unremarkable.

They relate the authority of the law to a marker of authority in the law. The British preamble is

more elaborate: “Be it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice

and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament

assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:—.” The German language versions, to

illustrate, are no-nonsense, deprived of ornaments. On the federal level, in Germany, the formula

is “Der Bundestag hat das folgende Gesetz beschlossen, …”, while in Austria it is, “Der

Nationalrat hat beschlossen: …” that is, making do with stating that the national parliament

“decided that...” A typical formula of the Spanish-speaking world is Chile’s, “Teniendo presente

que el H. Congreso Nacional ha dado su aprobación al siguiente.”2 India mentions the political

time— for example, “Be it enacted by Parliament in the Sixty-second Year of the Republic of

India as follows:—” In officially bilingual Canada, federal laws are promulgated with the

English and French texts appearing side by side. On the right, “Sa Majesté, sur l’avis et avec le

consentement du Sénat et de la Chambre des communes du Canada, édicte :” and on the left,

2 See this useful online resource for promulgation formulas in Latin America.

https://pdba.georgetown.edu/Comp/Legislativo/Leyes/formula.html
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“Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of Commons of

Canada, enacts as follows:”.3

Not only written decisions, but also spoken ones articulate authority. A famous example is the

American marriage pronouncement: “By the power vested in me by….” Another example, from

religion, is given by Jewish liturgy, which employs the formula: “Blessed are You, Lord our God,

King of the universe, who has sanctified us with Your commandments, and commanded us [e.g.,

concerning the precept of tzitzit].”

It should come as no surprise that when Israel was founded in May 1948, it, too, celebrated the

long-awaited sovereignty with such markers of propriety. From the very beginning, all new laws

included an enacting preamble, referring to the pre-constitutional parliament: “the

PROVISIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE hereby enacts as follows:––” (emphasis in the Hebrew

original). The decisions were promulgated through the state’s brand new Official Gazette.

In what language or languages shall the fledgling country run its record? Rather than positively

establishing official languages, the Provisional Council, the legislature, simply reduced the

English, Arabic and Hebrew trilingualism of British Palestine into an Arabic and Hebrew duo by

revoking the status of English. A consequential implication of this fact, however, seems to have

been hidden in plain sight, namely that Israeli laws of the period were promulgated in Arabic as

well as in Hebrew. That is more dramatic than it may sound: Israel’s very first decision, the

3 In Australia, the formula is “The Parliament of Australia enacts:” but promulgation is obtained by the formal assent
of the Governor-General, “In the name of Her Majesty, I assent to this Act.” More details in the Australian
Government, Legislation Handbook, Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2007.
https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/publications/legislation-handbook-2017.pdf

https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/publications/legislation-handbook-2017.pdf
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proclamation of the new Jewish state, was promulgated as the first decision of the new Official

Gazette number (Number 1), in both Hebrew and Arabic4.

The rather pedestrian practice of connecting a decision with its decision-maker continued for

eight months, a period that is the focus of this paper. On February 16, 1949, Israel’s Constituent

Assembly, mandated by Israel’s founding document, adopted The Transition Law (TL) in its

fourth session and morphed into today’s Knesset.

The Transition Law does not include an enacting clause, nor do any other laws —neither Laws

nor the higher-status Basic Laws— adopted since. Moreover, unlike the previous, pre-February

1949 laws, the TL as well as future laws was not promulgated in Arabic––only in Hebrew.

The omission is not accidental, and points to a problem with the authority of the decision-making

body, that leads to a paradox of authority that has never been resolved and is arguably at the core

of the Israeli system.

4 To illustrate the general ignorance of this fact consider a paper from 2000 by Orit Kamir, a law professor at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, concerning Israel’s proclamation of statehood. The author does not mention that
the decision was promulgated as Official Gazette No. 1. She also seems unaware that it was promulgated in Arabic,
in addition to Hebrew, which renders her criticism especially ironic. See The Declaration Has Two Faces: The
Interesting Story of the Zionist Declaration of Independence and the Democratic Declaration of Independence, TEL
AVIV UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW, Vol. 23/2 (March 2000), pp. 473-538.
Consider also the seminal CA 6821/93 Bank Mizrahi v. Migdal Cooperative Village (1995, Isr.),
Israel’s Marbury moment in which the supreme court asserted its authority of judicial review of laws. Justice Levin
wrote: “The Declaration of Independence, its ethical import notwithstanding, had never been recognized judicially
as being legally valid, and accordingly it had not been considered to have the authority of law.” (In the original:

דיןככזו,בה,ראולאוממילאחוקית,תוקףכבעלתמשפטיתהוכרהלאבה,הגלוםהערכיהמטעןכלעםהעצמאות,מגילת
מחייב.

Read the intricate discussion on Israeli constitutionalism in the lengthy decision, and you will be convinced that
none of the justices had been aware that the Declaration was promulgated as the Official Gazette No. 1: the Israeli
court in effect does not recognize Israel’s pronouncement of state as a decision.
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The paper entwines details of the case study in question with theoretical considerations.

Following a brief illustration of the paucity of Israeli constitutionalism (the section is not meant

as an overview), the paper describes a history of Israel’s authority through a careful examination

of the promulgation of laws in the official records, from independence in 1948 through the

formation of the Constituent Assembly on February 14, 1949 and its metamorphosis into today’s

Knesset two days later. Promulgation is the act of publication through which the status of a

decision switches from private to public, i.e., by which a decision takes effect. Comparing the

constitutional prescriptions (or lack thereof) with the actual conditions under which internal

decisions become law may cast new light on questions in jurisprudence and sociology.

My historical analysis exposes a contradiction of authority. Israel’s founding decision,

promulgated as Official Gazette No. 1, establishes Israeli authority and prescribes a constituent

assembly. The ensuing Constituent Assembly adopted the Transition Law which is not the

Constitution. The way out was a new start: Israel abandoned its official record, the Official

Gazette, and started a new one, Reshumot. Thereafter, the Knesset’s decisions, promulgated

through the new record, were no longer numbered and no longer include an authority preamble.

The Official Gazette, which was published in both Hebrew and Arabic, was replaced by

Reshumot that only appeared in Hebrew. The implication is that laws no longer were

promulgated in Arabic, whose newly indeterminate status still beguiles the Israeli public and

institutions to this day.

If you accept my historical and conceptual analyses, you will gain an innovative perspective of

Israel’s constitutional order: The Law of Transition should be considered Israel’s formal but
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unofficial Constitution. This formulation has the advantage of clarifying the taxonomy of Israel

vs the U.K.: the U.K. has an official but informal Constitution; Israel has an unofficial formal

constitution. I suggest that my model has considerable utility in accounting for the unfolding

trajectory of the relationship between the Knesset and the Supreme Court, and in evaluating the

Supreme Court’s constitutional law reforms.

The paper advances an innovative methodology: to track authority I follow its official record.

Concretely, I examine the official gazette as a record of decisions. Admittedly, this approach

would yield only the public face of the body or organization in question, but in this limitation lies

its power. It helps us abstract the skeleton of the system, or, what I call the constitutional order.

Then, a useful perspective is achieved by comparing what is expected with what is revealed in

practice — the similarity and contrast between what one says and what one does.

2. The poverty of Israeli constitutionalism

It is common to liken Israel’s constitutional situation to that of the United Kingdom’s. Israeli

highschool students encounter that comparison in civics lessons, and first-year law students learn

it casually and uncritically in the mandatory introductory class to constitutional law. The

comparison has had a long pedigree, and already in 1956, Menachem Begin, then a member of

Knesset, speaking in the Knesset, sounded the alarm:

Why don’t we have a constitution? … the common answer ... is that England, too, does

not have a constitution. Out of respect for those distinguished scholars I would like to

assume that they mean a written constitution. You have to be either ignorant or a sworn

enemy of England to say that that country does not have a constitution. I am not a sworn
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enemy of England, and therefore believe that we have the right and obligation to say that

England does have a constitution, a precise, detailed and committing constitution that is

partly unwritten.

Begin’s warning has not been heeded. A recent high-profile constitutional law compendium5 tells

us in the historical introduction that

Similarly to the United Kingdom and New Zealand, Israel is one of the few countries that

is yet to adopt a formal, complete, unified constitution. (My italics)

This description is technically correct but actually misleading. It overstates similarities, and has a

normalizing, soothing effect by grouping Israel with some well-established democracies. The key

here is the misguided “yet” that presents the U.K. and N.Z. constitutions as deficient. Flexible,

changing and informal as they may be, these constitutions exist. The same cannot be said with

factual certainty about Israel’s constitution. What should be a factual question turns in Israel into

a matter of opinion.

One may ask, does Israel really need a constitution? Aren’t there frivolous, useless and even

harmful constitutions aplenty that may challenge our notions about the utility and desirability of

the concept? But these normative considerations, turning the problem into an ought-problem,

must come second. They only distract from what is logically more fundamental, the is-problem:

Israel’s pervasive constitutional indecision and factual ambiguity about whether the country has a

constitution and what it may be.

5Israeli Constitutional Law in the Making, ed. Gideon Sapir, Daphne Barak-Erez, Aharon Barak (Oxford: Hart,
2013), p. 99.
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Indeed, the ought obfuscates the is. Israelis are brought up in a version of pre-1789 America,

where the merits of adopting a constitution are contested within an everlasting intellectual

discourse. The opening article in the said compendium is titled, Why a Constitution –– in

General and in Particular in the Israeli Context?6 A strange duality has taken root: whether to

adopt a constitution and whether Israel has a constitution have become a matter of a purely

theoretical debate that is not expected to be decided politically, while the court has introduced a

de facto constitutionalism to blunt the constitutional dissonance. Israel is a powerhouse of

constitutional law scholarship, and elite law schools, conferences and academic journals

worldwide feature Israeli academics aplenty. This is a story full of ironies that may seem

contradictory at first blush but are easily accounted for with a bit of a sociological reflection. The

peculiar mess of Israeli constitutionalism has been enabled by as well as spurred a thriving

cottage industry.

Concretely, let me briefly illustrate the seemingly universal perspective of Israeli constitutional

law scholarship. Consider the rather typical “Historical Survey” in Constitutional Law of Israel

by Suzie Navot (Kluwer Law International: 2007; p. 27-29):

After the termination of the British Mandate, on 14 May 1948, the members of the

People's Council convened and declared the establishment of the State of Israel. The

People's Council became then the ‘Provisional Council of State’, which was the supreme

organ of the State. The Declaration of Independence included a provision regarding the

election of a 'Constituent Assembly' which was to frame a constitution. Following the

election of the Constituent Assembly, the Provisional Council of State dispersed and its

6 By Gideon Sapir, Ibid, p. 10.
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legislative powers were transferred to the elected Constituent Assembly, which in effect

possessed both legislative and constituent authority. In Its First Session, on 17 February

1949, the Constituent Assembly enacted the Transition Law, 1949, by force of which the

Constituent Assembly turned itself into 'the First Knesset'.7

In Navot’s telling, it is well after February 1949–– and in fact in 1951––, that the constitutional

history begins in earnest. The post-1951 narrative is bestowed with more and better attention and

balloons in terms of word count. Also note the erroneous date of February 17 in Nevot’s text, and

compare it with February 16, 1949, which is the watershed identified in this paper.

3. The Declaration, Official Gazette: No. 1

To supplement the missing bits in the traditional constitutional narrative, I will track Israel’s

official record. My starting point is the founding of the state, Israeli authority and the Official

Gazette on May 14, 1948, in Tel Aviv. The date was determined in Westminster: As of midnight

that day, the British Mandate of Palestine was to expire. The locals would be left masters of their

own fate, independent of the Crown.

Reacting to the impending deadline, the Jewish establishment in Palestine took action. Just hours

before the deadline, at 4 p.m. on that Friday, a small, by-invitation-only audience crowded the

modest main hall on the ground floor of the Tel Aviv Museum of Art on Rothschild Avenue in

7 Navot mentioned the Provisional State Council’s decision that transfers its powers to the constituent assembly, a
decision that plays a role in Israeli constitutionalism scholarship, but none in the account here, for several reasons.
The decision does not alter the facts and theory I report here, nor do I believe it to determine the future course of the
Israeli judiciary and jurisprudence. In my view, it was little more than an orderly administrative termination of the
Council, intended to allow a clear start with full authority to the upcoming Constituent Assembly. In a story replete
with ironies, here is yet another: the decision proved a distraction from the onset, and a great deal of the debate in
the First Session, notably the exchange between Begin and Ben-Gurion, concerned its legal implications.

http://ismi.emory.edu/home/resources/primary-source-docs/1948%20-%20PALESTINE-HMG%20termination%20of%20Mandate%201948.pdf
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the city center, and thousands more gathered outside. David Ben Gurion read aloud the

Declaration of the Establishment of the State of Israel (better known as the Declaration of

Independence) to which fellow Jewish leaders joined their signatures. A new entity was born.8

At a little over half the length of its American counterpart, the Declaration is the nation’s civic

core. Israelis encounter it in school, and it is a source of quotes and perhaps inspiration for

leaders in and outside the country. However, not all sections receive the same attention. Well

known is the dramatic history of the Jewish people with the memorable opening line “Eretz

Israel was the birthplace of the Jewish people''9 —a statement which, as Israel’s most prominent

public intellectual Yeshayahu Leibowitz famously noted, brazenly contradicts the traditional

Torah narrative where Mount Sinai, in the desert after the exodus from Egypt and before entering

9 Here and in later decisions, I follow Laws of the State of Israel, Authorized Translation from the Hebrew (The
Declaration is in Vol. 1, p. 3). Note that Law and Administration Ordinance voids English’s official status, but not
Arabic’s. As far as I can tell, the Ordinances of the Provisional Council of State were promulgated also in Arabic,
but later Laws were translated to Arabic by the Justice Ministry.
Note, however, that even an authorized translation does not amount to a promulgated text. See, for instance, the
following clarification from a Japanese government website:

The translations contained in the Japanese Law Translation Database System are not official texts, and not
all of the translations are finalized versions. Only the original Japanese texts of the laws and regulations
have legal effect, and the translations are to be used solely as reference materials to aid in the understanding
of Japanese laws and regulations. The government of Japan is not responsible for the accuracy, reliability or
currency of the legislative material provided in this website, or for any consequence resulting from use of
the information in this website. For all purposes of interpreting and applying law to any legal issue or
dispute, users should consult the original Japanese texts published in the Official Gazette.

8The Declaration was not of independence. The British revoked their authority on the land, and no act of severance
was called for. The mistake appeared at the very start: the invitations to the ceremony cited “independence.”
By comparison, the Americans founders did not establish a new entity but severed the ties of the already extant
states with their sovereign. The American declaration truly proclaims independence.
Compare with India, which celebrates Independence Day on August 15, marking the day in 1947 when the Indian
Independence Act, enacted by the U.K Parliament a month earlier, came into effect. There was, in fact, an Indian
independence declaration. The Purna Swaraj or “self-rule” in Hindi was a declaration of intention by the Indian
National Congress. Published on January 26, 1930, it ends thus:

We therefore hereby solemnly resolve to carry out the Congress instructions issued from time to time for
the purpose of establishing Purna Swaraj.

Exactly twenty years later, on January 26, 1950, the Indian constitution, enacted by a constituent assembly on
November 26, 1949, came into effect.

http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp
https://www.constitutionofindia.net/historical_constitutions/declaration_of_purna_swaraj__indian_national_congress__1930__26th%20January%201930
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the Promised Land, plays that critical role. Toward the end are moving promises of a future of

equality, peace and justice that many like to invoke, often in a rebuke of a lesser present.10

Between past and future appear two paragraphs, rooted in the moment and with legal

implications. The first, in a large font, parallels the climax when Ben Gurion dramatically raised

his voice to pronounce the new state. The anticlimax second dully prescribes institutional

arrangements, and christens the new entity “Israel.”11

ACCORDINGLY WE, MEMBERS OF THE PEOPLE'S COUNCIL,

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITY OF ERETZ-ISRAEL AND OF

THE ZIONIST MOVEMENT, ARE HERE ASSEMBLED ON THE DAY OF THE

TERMINATION OF THE BRITISH MANDATE OVER ERETZ-ISRAEL AND, BY

VIRTUE OF OUR NATURAL AND HISTORIC RIGHT AND ON THE STRENGTH

OF THE RESOLUTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY,

HEREBY DECLARE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A JEWISH STATE IN

ERETZ-ISRAEL, TO BE KNOWN AS THE STATE OF ISRAEL.

WE DECLARE that, with effect from the moment of the termination of the Mandate

being tonight, the eve of Sabbath, the 6th Iyar, 5708 (15th May, 1948), until the

establishment of the elected, regular authorities of the State in accordance with the

11 To gauge familiarity with the contents of the Declaration, I approached several Israeli acquaintances. Thoughtful
and well educated as they come, these participants in a highly unscientific survey, were not aware of, and sometimes
truly surprised to learn about, the constitution commitment therein.

10 Note, for instance, the Opening of the Knesset ceremony, e.g, of the 23rd Knesset on March 16, 2020 which
included an audio record of Ben Gurion reading the Declaration’s first paragraph as well as a later one of a well
curated selection of the promises for the future. You can see from the video (starting at minute 8:45) that the audio
files were welded seamlessly.

http://online.knesset.gov.il/app#/player/peplayer.aspx?ProtocolID=83680
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Constitution which shall be adopted by the Elected Constituent Assembly not later than

the 1st October 1948, the People's Council shall act as a Provisional Council of State, and

its executive organ, the People's Administration, shall be the Provisional Government of

the Jewish State, to be called "Israel".

The second, “boring” paragraph articulates the new state’s very first commitment, to govern

through a constitution, complete with an ambitious deadline for execution: October 1, 1948. The

juxtaposition of the attention-seeking announcement with the administrative formalities already

hints at what is to come. Just observe that though the new state was officially named “Israel” in

the second paragraph, it goes today by what should actually be the rather informal “State of

Israel,” of the first. And the name that should be more formal, “Israel,” is considered casual12.

Earlier drafts of the Declaration did not mention a constitution, but Ben Gurion penciled it in to

echo U.N. Resolution 181, of November 29 the previous year, which gave the international

go-ahead to the establishment of Jewish and Arab constitutional governments in Palestine.

However useful, the insertion appears to have been a cynical action meant to maximize

international recognition of the new state, and not motivated by any serious intention to carry it

out. The deadline is the one demanded by Resolution 181.

12 Here is a typical example, from 1956: Convention d’extradition entre l'État d'Israël et le grand-duché du
Luxembourg (the official text is in French). Throughout this rather formal document, you will find references to
“State of Israel,” and even to “the Government of the State of Israel.” However, if we were to maintain the naming
convention introduced by the Declaration, “Israel” or “the Government of Israel” would have been more
appropriate. We see that even in government usage, “State of Israel” is considered more formal than the supposedly
casual “Israel.”

https://www.gov.il/BlobFolder/dynamiccollectorresultitem/translation-of-international-treaties-db218/he/translation-of-international-treaties-db_%D7%9B%D7%A8%D7%9A%20%D7%96-%20%D7%90%D7%9E%D7%A0%D7%94%20%D7%91%D7%93%D7%91%D7%A8%20%D7%94%D7%A1%D7%92%D7%A8%D7%94%20%D7%91%D7%99%D7%9F%20%D7%9E%D7%93%D7%99%D7%A0%D7%AA%20%D7%99%D7%A9%D7%A8%D7%90%D7%9C%20%D7%95%D7%91%D7%99%D7%9F%20%D7%94%D7%93%D7%95%D7%9B%D7%A1%D7%95%D7%AA%20%D7%94%D7%92%D7%93%D7%95%D7%9C%D7%94%20%D7%9C%D7%95%D7%9B%D7%A1%D7%9E%D7%91%D7%95%D7%A8%D7%92.pdf
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The Declaration not only turned a new page in Jewish political history, but literally started a new

chronicle. Continuing an excellent British practice,13 the new state would promulgate official

decisions through a brand new public record, to be called Official Gazette–– Iton Rishmi עיתון)

(רשמי in Hebrew, or Al-Jaridat Al-Rasmiyat ( الرسمیةالجریدة ) in Arabic.14

The Declaration inaugurated the record as “Iton Rishmi: Number 1.”

14 The Israeli term Al-Jaridat Al-Rasmiyat ( الرسمیةالجریدة ) is identical to the one used in other Arab countries. See, for
instance, the promulgation of the 2014 Egyptian constitution in the Official Gazette of Egypt. The Turkish term is
similar: Resmî Gazete.

13 Not only British. Promulgation is at the heart of government. Promulgation in France is regulated by the Civil
Code Article 1:

Les lois et, lorsqu'ils sont publiés au Journal officiel de la République française, les actes administratifs
entrent en vigueur à la date qu'ils fixent ou, à défaut, le lendemain de leur publication. Toutefois, l'entrée en
vigueur de celles de leurs dispositions dont l'exécution nécessite des mesures d'application est reportée à la
date d'entrée en vigueur de ces mesures.

An example of British influence in Hong Kong, where the Basic Law provides for legislation and promulgation
procedures (articles 17, 62(5), 73(1), 74, and others) that still echoe British traditions. The Legco website, clarifying
How Laws Are Made, also pays attention to promulgation:

A bill passed by the Legislative Council shall take effect only after it is signed and promulgated by the
Chief Executive. The Chief Executive promulgates the law enacted by the Legislative Council (i.e. the
Ordinance) through publication in the Gazette. The Ordinance commences on the day of publication in the
Gazette or, if provision is made for it to commence on another day, on that other day.

Promulgation in Israel is informal and perhaps unofficial. The Knesset website, explaining Legislation Procedures,
concludes with a rather casual reference to promulgation:

ב"רשומות".פרסומועםלתוקףנכנסחוק
(An act takes effect with its publication in Reshumot [the post-February 16 Gazette])

But no law actually prescribes promulgation today. By contrast, until February 16, 1949, promulgation of
Ordinances (as acts were called) through the Official Gazette was prescribed by a formal and official constitutional
procedure.  

https://www.egypt.gov.eg/arabic/laws/download/Constitution_2014.pdf
https://www.legco.gov.hk/education/files/english/Factsheet/Factsheet7.pdf
https://main.knesset.gov.il/Activity/Legislation/pages/legislationexplanation.aspx
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(Left and Right: Promulgation of the Declaration in Arabic and Hebrew in Official Gazette

No. 1. Top-down: In a white font inside the black rectangle: “Israel | The Provisional

Government;” immediately below in huge black letters the record’s name; number, location (Tel

Aviv) and dates; below in bold “A Pronouncement of the Establishment of the State of Israel.”

The text below is the first part of the Declaration.)
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4. Official Gazette: No. 2 to 50

In the week following the Declaration, the Provisional State Council, the new name of the Jewish

establishment’s People Council which was now the acting legislature, adopted the 23-article Law

and Administration Ordinance (Henceforth: LAO), which established legal continuity and a

framework for government agency. On May 21 it entered the official record as Iton Rishmi No.

2.

Overall, the LAO is reasonable and well crafted, a document fit for purpose and nicely executed

given the pressing exigencies and trying circumstances. In transparency of form that is consistent

throughout the Provisional Council’s legislation and is remarkable only by its future absence, the

ordinance’s language takes pain to explicitly articulate its authority by aligning the decision with

the deciding body. The enacting clause elaborates:

BY VIRTUE of the power conferred upon

the Provisional Council of State by the

Declaration of the Establishment of the

State of Israel, of the 5th Iyar, 5708 (14th

May, 1948) and by the Proclamation of that

date, the PROVISIONAL COUNCIL OF

STATE hereby enacts as follows

(Right: first page of Law and

Administration Ordinance in Iton Rishmi No. 2)

https://www.knesset.gov.il/review/data/eng/law/kns0_govt-justice_eng.pdf
https://www.knesset.gov.il/review/data/eng/law/kns0_govt-justice_eng.pdf
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The Third Chapter: Legislation names new laws Ordinances to emphasize the provisional nature

of the enacting body:15

Article 7:

(a) The Provisional Council of State is the legislative authority. The laws shall be called

"Ordinances".

 (b) Every Ordinance shall be signed by the Prime Minister, the Minister of Justice and

the Minister or Ministers charged with the implementation of the Ordinance.

 

 Article 10: Official Gazette

 (a) Every Ordinance shall come into force on the date of its publication in the Official

Gazette, unless it has been provided therein that it shall come into force on an earlier or a

later date than the date of publication. The date of the Official Gazette is deemed to be

the date of publication.

 (b) The publication of an Ordinance in the Official Gazette shall be evidence that such

Ordinance has been duly enacted and signed.

 (c) The provisions of this section apply also to regulations and emergency regulations.

Article 15(b) (“Any provision in the law requiring the use of the English language is repealed.”)

voids the official status of the English language. With Article 11 re-effectuating the legislation of

the British Mandate (“The law which existed in Palestine on the 5th Iyar, 5708 (14th May, 1948)

15 See the record of the Provisional Council of State from May 16, 1948.

https://fs.knesset.gov.il/0/Plenum/0_ptm_258577.pdf
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shall remain in force.”), Hebrew and Arabic (the official languages before 1948, alongside

English) had remained official.

The final article establishes retroactive legal continuity and reiterates the connection to the

Declaration:

Article 23:

This Ordinance shall have effect retroactively as from the eve of the Sabbath, 6th Iyar,

5708 (15th May, 1948), and its provisions

amplify and interpret the provisions of the

Proclamation of the Provisional Council of

State of the 5th Iyar, 5708 (14th May,

1948).

(Right: The Ships (Nationality and Flag)

Ordinance in Iton Rishmi No. 2)

The Provisional Council’s decisions are marked by

constitutional daring – or naivete. In hindsight we

can appreciate the succinct Ships (Nationality and Flag) Ordinance, the third Ordinance to be

enacted, on May 19, which acknowledges, if in passing, the nationality of the state:

https://fs.knesset.gov.il/0/law/0_lsr_312672.PDF
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The nationality of every ship registered in the State of Israel shall be that of the State of

Israel. (§2)

While the choice of a maritime flag arose a vivid discussion, the mention of “Israeli nationality”

drew little attention. It is, however, the only piece of Israeli legislation to date to acknowledge

Israeli nationality, alongside the Shipping Law that in 1960 repealed the Ordinance but

maintained the phrase.16

In its final law the Provisional Council of State prescribed

the oath of office for delegates to the upcoming constituent

assembly. It was published in Iton Rishmi No. 50, Page 174

on February 11, in Hebrew and Arabic. That was the last

time we heard from official Israel.

(Right: The most recent Official Gazette, No. 50,

promulgated in Arabic)

16 See CA 8573/08 Ornan v. Ministry of Interior (2013, Isr.). Uzi Ornan, joined by 20 civic-minded Israelis, asked the
court to order the government to register the plaintiffs as Israeli nationals in the population registry, a status that
appears under the rubric “nationality” in government-issued identity cards. Ironically, the interior ministry’s list of
137 permissible nationalities excludes “Israel.” A lower court rejected the appeal on “institutional ground.” The high
bench concurred and concluded (my translation): “...at this time it is still the case that citizenship is distinct from
nationality.”

https://fs.knesset.gov.il/0/Plenum/0_ptm_258579.pdf
https://fs.knesset.gov.il/4/law/4_lsr_209011.PDF
https://fs.knesset.gov.il/0/law/0_lsr_312750.PDF
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5. The Constituent Assembly is distracted

The Declaration committed the new state to a constitutional government and provided an

ambitious deadline, October 1, for adoption of a constitution by a constituent assembly. The

missed deadline notwithstanding, a national poll took place on January 25, 1949 to elect the

constituent assembly. The country was at war, Jerusalem largely disconnected from the major

cities. Still, on February 14, over 100 of the Constituent Assembly’s 120 elected delegates

convened in the Jewish Agency headquarters in the capital, and pledged “to be loyal to the State

of Israel and to carry out my mandate in the Constituent Assembly.”

The trappings of the emerging Jewish sovereignty must have inspired and awed delegates. The

beginning seemed promising, with Council President Chaim Weizman presiding over the choice

of speaker. “Whom do you propose?,” he asked, and Yosef Sprinzak was swiftly elected. But as

soon as the floor opened to debate the number of deputy speakers, the festive session turned into

a farce, a tragicomic affair bordering on the surreal.17

At stake was neither whom to appoint, nor how many deputy speakers should discipline a future

parliament. The question that proved insurmountable was both abstract and immaterial: how

many deputy speakers to appoint to the constituent assembly? “I propose we elect two deputies,”

began one delegate; the next suggested to postpone the decision; the third, a young Menachem

Begin, articulated a chain of legal reasoning against the assembly’s authority to decide. By the

time Begin concluded, the assembly was hopelessly distracted.

17 Details and quotes are from the Knesset record of the first meetings on February 14, 1949, and the meetings that
followed in the next two days. See hyperlinks in the text.

https://www.knesset.gov.il/review/data/heb/plenum/kns1_140249.pdf
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The debate became enmeshed within a meta-debate about the procedure of the debate itself and

the assembly’s authority to make decisions.

- I propose to end the debate and vote on the decision [to delegate the decision on the

deputy speakers to a committee].

- I object to ending the debate. I would request the honorable constituent assembly not

apply the guillotine to discussions ...

- (Speaker) Who is in favor of ending the debate? Who is against it? [No vote was

recorded]

- No one yet argued against ending the debate.

And so it goes.

A delegate noted that the agenda did not list the deputy speakers as an item, triggering an

exchange on the differences between an agenda and a program; one delegate complained about

how the voting was conducted; another meanwhile insisted on the “right” to take a break;

decisions were challenged the moment they were made; Begin never gave up on hearing from

the justice minister; no idea, however frivolous or unhelpful, proposed from the floor could be

tabled and everything was in principle to be put to a vote. After two hours of “disgrace,” to quote

another delegate, delegates settled on having two deputies (to be chosen the next day, it was

decided) only for someone to complain that the option of four deputies had never been put to a

vote. The session concluded with the national anthem Hatikva, for the second time that evening.

Israeli parliamentarism would never recover.
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Jerusalem was not about to experience a Philadelphia moment. Israel may not have had a full

year of legislation behind it, but the constituent assembly was already mulling the meaning of

procedure and the implication of the Provisional Council’s decisions. Only once did Prime

Minister David Ben Gurion speak, from the floor:

There is no question here for an expert to answer. The constituent assembly is sovereign

and is not tied to the decisions of the Provision Council of State, should it decide

otherwise… Should the assembly decide there shall be 4, 6, 2 deputies or one deputy, by

its decision it overrules the other article, and it is acting fully within its authority when

canceling and changing, and no legal expert’s opinion is needed. This is a sovereign

assembly, and the proposal to choose two deputies or any other number is absolutely

legal, and the matter depends solely on whatever the assembly should decide.

The next delegate to take the floor was Begin: “We asked for a legal opinion. I must insist on the

legal reservation.”

Read records of the time and you will see that leaders debated intelligently and converged to

decide pressing, focused, “provisional” issues, but a hint that deliberations were to conclude in

official decisions to stand for generations was enough to distract. The record of that fateful

session may well be the most instructive document in Israeli history, a grain of sand that

brilliantly reflects the world of Jewish politics from time immemorial and of Israeli politics for

years to come.
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The debate in the First Session was dominated by members of the opposition and backbenchers

of the ruling Mapai party. Perhaps Ben Gurion and the other members of the Provisional

Government who doubled as delegates to the Constituent Assembly were not fully engaged

because they could smell the imminent combina (a workaround in Israeli vernacular). In the

Second Session the next day, a new creature suddenly took over, a hybrid or bastard: it would

take the constitution off the agenda and fuse the Constituent Assembly with the legislature. The

delegates received the bill’s draft the day before (i.e, February 14), the speaker reminded them.

The implication is that from its first day, the Constituent Assembly was a charade.

Exhibiting a colossal breach of trust––recall the delegates’ oath of office!–– on February 16

during the Fourth Session, 77 delegates approved (11 abstained, none opposed) the Transition

Law (or TL). Delegate Hillel Kook (of the Herut party) decried the act as a putsch.18

18 Agassi, Joseph, Liberal Nationalism For Israel: Towards An Israeli National Identity (Gefen: Jerusalem, New
York, 1995).

https://fs.knesset.gov.il/1/Plenum/1_ptm_250173.pdf
https://fs.knesset.gov.il/1/Plenum/1_ptm_250171.pdf
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6. Transition Law, the Unofficial Constitution

With 15 short articles, the Transition Law tries to square the circle, and unsurprisingly fails to do

the impossible. Was it a law or a constitution? It was not a constitution, the minister who

presented the bill was clear. But he and other delegates stumbled, not knowing how to refer to

and capture the slippery creature, alternating between and combining formulations. The speaker

finally introduced it to a vote as “The Transition Constitution.” (Chukat Maavar מעברחוקת ).19

The ambiguity has not been resolved. It lives on and has continued to flourish in court decisions

and scholarly discourse. In the Supreme Court’s famous Mizrahi decision (1995), sometimes

referred to as Israel’s Marbury moment, chief justice Aharon Barak called the TL “the minor

constitution.” The multitude of sobriquets testifies to a lack

of clarity about the nature of the thing itself, and is, wittingly

or not, a useful obfuscation strategy.

(Image on the right: The Transition Law in Reshumot)

The TR’s language itself is hardly less confused and seems

designed to obfuscate. It is especially instructive to compare

it with the then nine-month-old Law and Administration

19 Even the “transition” in the name is questionable. Compare with an Ordinance by the Provisional Council a few
days before,“Transition Law to the Constituent Assembly,” which articulates the target state of the transition
(transition to what). Perhaps it is fitting that Transition Law renders transition not a process but a state.

https://knesset.gov.il/review/data/eng/law/kns1_transition_eng.pdf
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Ordinance (LAO), which is overall straightforward and clear. To illustrate, try to decipher how a

bill becomes a law based on Article 2:

(a) An enactment of the Knesset shall be called a Law.

(b) Every Law shall be signed by the Prime Minister and by the Minister or Ministers

charged with its implementation.

(c) The President of the State shall sign every Law, except Laws concerning his powers.

(d) Every Law shall be published in Reshumot [sic] within ten days from the date of its

being passed by the Knesset.

This instruction carelessly names a Knesset decision “Law” rather than stating that it is, or would

be, the law — a nominal rather than substantive definition, which has the unfortunate

consequence of voiding the word “law” of its usual meaning. (The problem is somewhat more

pronounced in the Hebrew original.) Signatures are next to be added to what may be a Knesset

decision or a law, and the bill-or-law ambiguity continues with the final stage of publication in

the record, which rather than making a fact seems to come after the fact. To see how the key

issue of legislation could have been improved, consult the LAO, which in Articles 7 and 10

(quoted above) provides substantive and clear definitions and specifies the “date of publication”

for the law to come into force (though it remains uncertain under the LAO whether the several

signatures specified there should be a prerequisite for the publication in the record).

Who is to enact the Transition Law itself? Creatio ex nihilo: To evade the problem, the

Transition Law does not include an enacting clause, a legacy that continues to this day. Starting
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with the TL, all Israeli laws —including the higher-status Basic Laws— do not include an

enactment clause. Moreover, unlike the previous, pre-February 1949 laws, it as well as future

laws was not promulgated in Arabic in addition to Hebrew.

In the absence of an enacting clause–– starting with the Transition Law–– Israeli laws appear in

the record with an asterisk next to their title directing to a footnote, “adopted by the Knesset on

[date].” Now comes a delicate point: it is important to note that such a footnote is critically

different from an enacting clause and necessarily cannot be part of a decision promulgated as

law.

To see why, consider that in, say, American or British laws, the enacting clauses are included in

earlier drafts and in the final bill; Israeli bills, by contrast, naturally do not include the “adopted

by... “ formula. To see the point from another perspective, one may reflect on our normal use of

email, which parallels the promulgation of a decision: Your draft letter identifies the author and

recipient; press “send,” and now your outgoing email carries a timestamp and will be stored in

the Sent folder and acknowledged with the formula “on [date, time], [name, email] wrote:” on

the recipient’s end. But the passive-style “adopted by” is akin to making do with only the final

step, the acknowledgement that appears after the fact.

This is an opportunity to sharpen our understanding of promulgation. A proper promulgation of

laws, I suggest, is to result in “full” decisions (which explicate their authority) that can be viewed

separately from the record through which they have been promulgated. Thus, to consider some

federal act, we can make do with the full text of the decision, without recourse to the official
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record through which it was promulgated. To continue the previous analogy, promulgation could

be thought of as hitting send, by which the private draft becomes a relatively public and

committing document, now part of the Sent folder (akin to the official gazette). But a printout of

a single email, separately from other correspondences, will identify the sender— in effect a body

of text is given an author and authority.

To clarify––there is little doubt that Transition Law or any other Law or Basic Law is part of

Israel’s legal corpus. But the Laws themselves do not project their authority. This puts the onus

on the citizen to discover what the law is, and the law remains, in a sense, private20, a status

which undermines its legitimacy. (When the law is public, one may be expected to know or learn

it.)

We may turn H.L.A. Hart’s Rule of Recognition21 on its head: Imagine you gain access to all the

laws in the world (the full texts of the decisions, as if they were scattered on the floor). If you are

in, say, New York, you will be able to identify the desired federal, state and city laws among the

decisions scattered at your feet; these name the decision-making bodies that have decided them,

and thus purport to speak their authority. But should you repeat the same exercise, only now

looking for Israeli laws — and assuming the Hebrew is not a giveaway–– you will find it

challenging to identify the decisions you need. It is only because you are familiar in advance

with Israeli pieces of legislation that you know how to look for them. Put another way: Israeli

law post February 16 1949 is preferentially knowable to officials, relative to citizens; hence it is

21 H.L.A. HART, THE CONCEPT OF LAW 91 (Joseph Raz and Penelope Bullock eds., 2d ed. 1994). The rule of
recognition, I suggest, could be usefully interpreted as a second-order rule that determines the relative priority of the
official records.

20 Perhaps this nuance is hard to grasp. The Knesset legal corpus is available, but availability does not make it
authoritative. A Knesset decision remains, in a sense, a recommendation (the status is not sufficiently public). The
quote at the beginning of this paper is an illustration that this theoretical distinction has real-world implications.
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not fair. This delicate point needs clarification: of course officials everywhere typically have an

advantageous mastery of the statutes, but the public record is accessible to all. Accordingly, we

should expect officials to have a better understanding of the law relative to the citizens, but not,

in principle, to possess a better knowledge of it. This distinction is blurred in Israel because the

post-1949 Israeli law is not properly promulgated.

The rather theoretical problem of promulgation presents an important sociological corollary,

considering the efficacy of the law. The relatively weak power of the law in Israel is a telltale

sign of considerable deficits with the authority of the government that decides, executes and

adjudicates the law. While this empirical statement is in dire need of precision, it is my

impression that it would be endorsed by Israelis of all walks of life with the possible exception of

members of the legal establishment.

Although Legal Positivism and Natural Law (law as non-decisional) are classifications of

schools in jurisprudence, it is useful to see these terms through a sociological lens–– as

ideologies. The ensuing weakness of Israeli law following February 16, 1949, indirectly

promoted an interest in jurisprudence and political philosophy and gave rise to a Natural Law

ideology in Israel, which can be seen in civic and law school education. This argument about

Israel can be generalized as a hypothesis relating the emergence of non-decisional law (or legal,

political and philosophical theories thereof) to the local inefficacy of decisional law.22

22The realm of civil rights in U.S. discourse roughly overlaps that of human rights in Israeli discourse. One speaks
also of human rights in the US but to refer to a broader and softer category which is more theoretical than decisional
or political. The distinction between the terms is important and goes to the heart of the respective political systems
and cultures: Civil Rights connotes the Greek idea of the citizen as a member of a polity, a political animal with a
private life and public persona, in Plato (from the early Socratic dialogues, through Republic, to Laws) and Aristotle
to Alexander Hamilton and James Madison, and, perhaps surprisingly, Kant in Perpetual Peace and What is
Enlightenment? (Hannah Arendt is a notable recent adherent to that tradition). Human Rights, by contrast, conjures
Man, in the tradition of Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau, a social animal perhaps but not yet political. This school of
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7. Pressing Restart: A New Record

But where shall the Transition Law be published? Not through the Official Gazette/Iton Rishmi

— that would have amounted to an admission of error, exacerbating the problem of the

constituent assembly’s authority to deviate from its mandate. Article 13 of the Transition Law

attempted a workaround:

Everything required by law to be published in Iton Rishmi [sic] shall be henceforward be

published in Reshumot; every reference in the law to Iton Rishmi shall henceforward be

deemed to be a reference to Reshumot.

The state thus started a new record, the name of which was at first a matter of some debate. The

Transition Law’s draft called that new record Megillot Ha-Medina or the Books (lit. scrolls) of

State, but the name sounded “pretentious,” as one delegate put it, since it evoked Biblical

megillot or Books. While the sentiment may seem in good taste, you have here an example of the

instinctive distancing from anything that exudes officiality that would become a constant of

Israeli politics. The assembly resolved to leave the matter open, but approved the TL anyway.

The next day the chair opened the meeting by matter-of-factly proposing to name the record

Reshumot, all agreed, and the law was published on the same day, February 17.

thought could be traced back to medieval and early Christian thought that emphasized the private consciousness in
lieu of civis romanus sum.
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If pretentiousness had been a concern, you would not find a more unassuming name than

Reshumot. The word, indefinite and in plural, roughly means collated information (think of a

spreadsheet). Reshumot are no longer numbered (I located them according to the year of

publication). The name appears in a small font under the state’s emblem.

A measure of dignity was restored through nesting a new layer within Reshumot: Sefer

Ha-khukim (Book of Laws) has a serious sound. The series is ordered, but the counter had shrunk

and was exiled to the bottom of the page, away from what it was to count.

(Right: the cover of Transition Law. Below the

state emblem: “Reshumot,” in a small font; in

center, “Sefer Ha-khukim” (Book of Laws) in a

large font; the footer includes the date and the

counter for Book of Laws, “1”. The emblem of

the state includes the word “Israel” but

otherwise nowhere –– neither in the general

format nor in any law’s language (with minor

exceptions) –– does it indicate the names of the

authority, the government that exercises its

power or the very country.)

Flip the cover to read the actual law. Unlike Iton Rishmi, which included a fully informative

header on every page to maintain a visual clue of context, Reshumot had no header.
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The new record no longer orders the decisions. The Provisional Council’s pronouncements had a

name (e.g., “Tobacco (Amendment) Ordinance”), and the record Iton Rishmi arranged them

according to the order of publication in the Hebrew year (“No. 6 in [Hebrew year] 5709 - 1949”).

The Transition Law, however, did not start a new counting, and the solution was to have the year

incorporated in the title––maintaining order at the expense of a chronicle.

The deterioration in standards had been swift. The next law to be enacted by The First Knesset

was probably (I truly had difficulties establishing the order) American Credit Law, which

authorized the treasury minister to borrow from the U.S. This law’s verbal and visual

presentation was even poorer: using passive voice (the minister “is authorized” but by whom?)

and making do without any of the required signatures.

(Right: American Credit Law, Israel’s second off-the-record

law)

A month later, the Independence Day Law mixed form

and content. Its first article says, “The Knesset hereby

declares [...a national holiday]” forgetting that the Knesset

should declare the law, and not in the law. A humble

enacting clause would have prevented such poor copy.

This law, like other laws of the period, carried no

signature and the date appears in a footnote, as part of the

record and not the decision. Look at Laws in Reshumot

alongside Ordinances in Iton Rishmi, and even if you don’t understand a word of Hebrew, you
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can tell the differences in the arrangement of and in the page. The efficient part of government

may have remained intact, but the dignified part was already under strain.

(Left: Tobacco (Correction) Ordinance, Right: Independence Day Law and Eretz Israel Government Employee

Law.

The Ordinance on the left is numbered, includes a preamble, and indicates the date and signatures at the bottom as

part of the text, like in a formal letter. It is recorded in Iton Rishmi which is also dated and ordered, in a clear

header. The Laws, on the right, do not have a preamble or signatures, the date is indicated in a footnote of the

record and in passive voice “adopted by the Knesset.” The footer refers to Sefer Hakhukim or Book of Laws but not

Reshumot.)
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A little exercise may be instructive. Take a fresh look at a piece of Israeli legislation post

February 16. Assuming the Hebrew language is not a giveaway, from the full text of the decision

alone you usually cannot infer its author, authority and jurisdiction. You will even face

difficulties inferring what country, government (or, sometimes, budget) is concerned. By

contrast, no such question marks would arise from the Official Gazette laws, which are clear and

instructive. Look at Laws in Reshumot today and you will still find the footer with Sefer

Hukhukum/Book of Laws and a statement on the last page, “arranged by Reshumot Department,

the Justice Ministry.”

Reshumot is no longer the name of the record but of its publisher.

8. The Officiality Paradox

The first article of the Transition Law take pains to transition the constituent assembly into a

parliament, in fact, the Knesset as we know today:

The legislative body of the State of Israel shall be called The Knesset. The Constituent

Assembly shall be called “The First Knesset.” A delegate to the Constituent Assembly

shall be called “a member of the Knesset.”

This renaming has left a very clear mark. According to the record of “The Fourth Session of the

Constituent Assembly,” the session ended at 9:13pm, with the adoption of Transition Law. But

before time to call it a night, Chaim Weizman, hitherto the president of the Council of State, had

to be reelected as President (facing considerable opposition). So just before midnight, at 11:55,
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delegates convened anew, and this meeting’s record is titled “The Fifth Session of the First

Knesset,” no longer mentioning the Constituent Assembly. The TL would be “promulgated” only

the next day but the inglorious revolution had been complete.

(Left: “The Fourth Session of The Constituent Assembly.” Right: “The Fifth Session of the First Knesset.”)

Thus Israel became entangled in a paradox of officiality and legitimacy. It is as real a paradox as

you will ever find in politics. If you accept the Declaration, you are then bound to consider the

state’s acting legislature and executive to this very day as officially provisional (read again the

Declaration to be convinced) –the judiciary is not!–and therefore as lacking the authority to

decide constitutional questions.23 Unless, that is, the Transition Law, which is not the

constitution, is the constitution––or, in a useful paradoxical formulation: the Unofficial

Constitution.

23 Viewed from the external or constitutional perspective, judgment is an answer to a question, not its decision
(epistemology rather than ontology; knowledge rather than creating a change; opinion rather than a fact). Although
when viewed from the “inside” perspective of the judiciary, judgment is also a decision.
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Leave aside the curiosity that no procedure could have enacted the Transition Law, a

Knesset-duality has materialized. Two distinct bodies are called The Knesset24: there is the

constituent assembly, which had adopted the decision and which was to be called “the First

Knesset”; the second is the future legislature, a new entity. Note that Article 1 does not stipulate

that the constituent assembly or Knesset-number-one shall be the legislature, but that the

legislature (which has yet to be established) shall also be named “The Knesset.” The distinction

between definition and assignment would be clear to anyone with knowledge of computer

programming. Contrast it with the coherent and unproblematic LAO, which unambiguously

points to a known body and assigns it a function. Article 15, the Transition Law’s final,

insidiously merges Knesset-number-one with Knesset-number-two:25

Article 15: This law shall have effect from the day of its being passed by the Knesset.

This paradox is not just a turn of phrase. The images of Iton Rishmi I brought here are of

documents in the online Knesset legal archive. That is, all but one. The only decision I could not

find in the online Knesset archive is the Hebrew-language Declaration of the Establishment of

the State of Israel.26

26 A recent Knesset report on legislation history considers the First Knesset to open on February 14, 1949.
(Appendix: Knesset terms)

25 A recent Knesset report on legislation history considers the First Knesset to open on February 14, 1949.
(Appendix: Knesset terms)

24 In the Mizrahi decision, there is only one Knesset, whose existence the justices take for granted, as they debate
whether it has maintained, in addition to legislative powers, also constitutive powers––the main question is whether
the first Knesset transferred its constitutive powers to the second Knesset. The divergent answers to this question
define two camps in Israeli constitutionalism in the Mizrahi decision and beyond: (1) the majority in Mizrahi, lead
by the entering chief justice Barak but also supported by the retiring chief justice Meir Shamgar, opted for an
expansive answer; (2) Justice Heshin’s minority opinion restated the same legal facts in a constitutionally
parsimonious manner that effectively achieved the same legal conclusions while minimizing constitutional
innovation.
The justices infer authority from power. The more they quote academic accounts and legal theories (I doubt Kelsen
stars as often even in German constitutional decisions as he does in Israel’s), the less they quote laws and facts. They
are silent on the facts that the 1949 poll elected a constituent assembly, and not “the First Knesset,” and that the
elected representatives took an oath of office accordingly.

https://main.knesset.gov.il/Activity/Legislation/documents/Kn20Legislation.pdf
https://main.knesset.gov.il/Activity/Legislation/documents/Kn20LegislationAppendix.pdf
https://main.knesset.gov.il/Activity/Legislation/documents/Kn20Legislation.pdf
https://main.knesset.gov.il/Activity/Legislation/documents/Kn20LegislationAppendix.pdf
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The last and final time the Provisional Council of State had spoken was through Ordinance No.

61, promulgated in Iton Rishmi 50. The Council’s final official utterance started: “The

Provisional Council Of State hereby enacts as follows: —”, a phrase which in Hebrew ends with

“to say.”

The Transition Law, by contrast, never had an enacting preamble, nor did any of the future Laws

or Basic Laws that followed. The new Knesset still talks but it lost its ability to speak.

(Right: With a preamble. Ordinance 61 and the following white page, February 11, 1949. Left: A typical law

without a preamble. Basic Law: The Government, August, 21, 1968.)

9. Recasting Israel’s constitutional order

I propose to capture the differences between Israel and the UK through two related yet distinct

concepts – formality and officiality, the distinction between which is fairly clear in English but is

lost in modern Hebrew. “Official” conveys status: for instance, by the officiant’s marriage
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pronouncement, authority will now view two individuals as a union. “Formal” relates to the

nature of the procedure: the officiant in Westminster Abbey is rather formal, the Elvis-clad one in

a Vegas parlor, not so much. Or imagine a typical American suburb without fences to separate

neighboring houses. The borderlines are official (ownership changes from one plot to another)

but not formal (the borders are not marked; no physical procedure facilitates the transition

between the plots). We see the tradeoff between “official” and “formal”–– it is the strength of

property rights in the US that renders a physical barrier superfluous.

In Hebrew, it’s hard to grasp this tradeoff. The Hebrew term rishmi (רשמי) ––derived from Arabic

and relates to the root “to mark” –– ties officiality with formality and is used for both concepts.

In Hebrew thus an important conceptual distinction is lost.

Given the lexical deficiency, it is understandable that Israeli teachers would find it hard to impart

nuanced civic facts to their students. Ignorance begets ignorance, and the students are now

teachers. Let’s correct the misconception: The U.K. has an official but informal constitution: The

British constitution is real but is not given as a public document ––imagine the queen keeps a

perfect copy in her study, but her text is private. Israel, I argue, has a formal constitutional-like

document, which is not considered the constitution, the Transition Law. So Israel does not have a

constitution but it has, paradoxically, an unofficial formal constitution. The Israeli law of Iton

Rishmi, from May 1948 to February 1949, should be considered as official, and that of

Reshumot, from the Transition Law onward, as unofficial (or as “official”, i.e., with quotation

marks). This distinction allows us to bravely glance at the constitutional abyss that underlies the

Israeli state, and to clearly delineate its contours. This clarity may not bring about the much

needed reform of government that all seem to agree is badly needed, but may explain why a

substantial proactive constitutional reform of government has eluded us so far.
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10. Does it matter?

The natural objection to my argument, I think, is to contextualize it: my presentation dramatizes

Israeli constitutional history, so one may want to do the reverse. All that nitpicking and

hairsplitting, one could argue, betray a naive expectation of perfection in the messiness of human

affairs. Look back far enough, and you can unpick any chain of authority. It is not hard to find

Americans who challenge the legitimacy of the U.S. constitution and the Philadelphia

Convention; it is even easier to find republican Britons who reject the Royal dieu et mon droit.

Isn’t Europe littered with heirs to bygone dynasties, who, in a varying degree of self importance,

claim ancestral thrones? In China, for thousands of years, whoever maintained order and held

power, and however that power had been obtained, was seen as having been bestowed with the

Mandate of Heaven. Step down from the ivory tower of social contract theories to confront an

old if uncomfortable truth: Authority always originates from power.

In response, I note that Americans and Britons may challenge the legitimacy of the constitution

and queen, because it is clear they exist and their actual authority is recognized. Clarity promotes

debate but is also risky. The continued survival of the constitutional scaffolding is always in

danger, and depends on popular support or at least indifference. Authority then hangs in a shaky

equilibrium with public opinion, and a Damocles sword must threaten the throne. This idea is

traceable to Hobbes and was formalized in the American Second Amendment. By contrast, no

one truly challenges the legitimacy of the Knesset (even those who question Israel’s legitimacy,

do not question the Knesset’s authority in Israel). Israel’s constitutional order is stable, and was

motivated by a concern for stability. Even Hillel Kook, the most vocal objector to the First

Knesset metamorphosis, did not vote against the Transition Law.27

27 Major constitutional turning points had been motivated by a desire for political stability and structural/institutional
stability. That, however, leaves out socio-economic stability. The exception is Chief Justice Aharaon Barak’s
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The original sin, without which the constitutional conundrum could not have emerged, and

which, to my knowledge, is unique, is the Declaration’s constitutional commitment. The

conundrum is not an outcome of Israel’s not having a constitution but of the entanglement of that

fact with the constitution commitment of the very decision and recorded in the very paragraph

from which, however technically, authority of government springs.

The Israeli conundrum stems not from taking power but from a refusal to acknowledge it. Power

is humdrum. When Napoleon placed the crown on his own head at Notre-Dame, he did what the

Israeli leadership has not done since 1949: he acknowledged his own authority. It is as if Israel

were to promulgate its next decision as Iton Rishmi no. 51, picking up from where we left off.

The conundrum is also not simply an outcome of ultra vires – unauthorized actions will happen

as long as authority is given and action is taken. And it is not about self-contradiction emerging

from sloppy writing – everyone not keeping silent is bound to contradict themselves eventually.

Inconsistency is so unremarkable –isn’t consistency what’s truly remarkable?– that the Talmud

examines the implications arising when the beginning of an utterance contradicts its end, and

so-called Constitutional Revolution of 1992 (the Mizrahi decision was published in 1995) when the high bench
elevated Basic Laws to the rank of a bill of rights. Barak’s step may be viewed with sympathy given that Israel could
not enact a bill of rights any more than it could decide any other constitutional fundamentals. Barak’s audacity
ushered in an activist court, an institution which was under an obligation to make decisions and was on occasion
willing to make them. Unlike the U.S. Supreme Court, which selects the cases it would hear, the Israeli Supreme
Court must take on all cases thrown at his door.
The Court, naively failing to grasp that it could not pull Israel up by the bootstraps, compromised its constitutional
legitimacy. The court paid a price: the post-1992 court had grown more hesitant, if more powerful, mindful of its
shaky position that it must now defend vis-a-vis the Knesset, cabinet, the public, and increasingly even the
professional milieu of lawyers and legal scholars. No longer was it the underdog that is hesitant to bark, but
occasionally bites.
In the meantime, Israel’s judicial class has developed a towering constitutional superstructure hovering over the
abyss. The more elaborated that superstructure has become, the more it has distanced from its shaky roots. For an
illustration look no further than at Israeli Constitutional Law in the Making, the already mentioned high-profile
survey of the topic. Note that in the book’s List of Legislation and Documents, the Declaration is classified under
“Documents.” In a Freudian slip, the Transition Law, which is mentioned in the book, is not listed. In concert with
the scholarly and popular approaches to Israeli constitutionalism, the book regards the constitution as an open
normative issue, rather than a legal fact from which normative considerations would arise (the opening essay, by the
first editor, is “Why a Constitution––in General and in Particular in the Israeli Context?”).
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opinions split between Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Shimon whether the intention at the beginning

or execution at the end should prevail.

Rather, flip the causality. If clarity of authority is lacking in government (resulting in chronic

ultra vires), perhaps it is because of the conundrum. If laws no longer explicate why they should

be followed, why would any other decision? And why should they be followed?28 And it is not

the brazen and obfuscating language of the Transition Law that is to blame––in the impasse, only

a constitution could have been better written––but it is the evident decline of the quality of

writing from the TL onwards that suggests that the art of composing––now,

unofficial––documents had lost its appeal.

And yet, the deficiencies of style and clarity are, by definition almost, technicalities and

formalities, which do not affect the daily functioning of government. Why, then, import

American or British formalism, pedantry, pretentiousness? Will efficiency improve in a more

dignified government? Do you really need to read at the top of every American or English law

“Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in

Congress assembled” or “Be it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the

advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present

Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:—” to know what, strictly

speaking, goes without saying?

I will let the question stand.

28 Israel’s failure of proper promulgation should give pause to followers of Hart (The Concept of Law, 1951) and his
prominent student Joseph Raz (The Authority of Law, 1979).


